
From: Michael <michael@theyfly.com>
Date: January 6, 2005 7:54:30 PM PST
To: SKEPTICMAG@aol.com, Kramer <kramer@randi.org>, JREF
<challenge@randi.org>, derek@iigwest.com, Vaughn Rees
<Vaughn@cfiwest.org>, James Underdown <jim@cfiwest.org>
Subject: Gotta love 'em!

Hi Dan,

Thanks for writing. I'll insert my comments below.

Hi

I have read your article on the web finally exposing
the empty vessels making all sorts of barking noises
debunking the Meier case for what they really are.
Excellent show Michael. I really have had a roaring
good laugh at the utter failure of the individual one
Mr. Rees who could not put his claims and all the
money and technology where his mouth was.  Clear case
of defamation and he should be prosecuted.

Yes, indeed the "professional skeptics". While Mr. Rees
is a nice fellow, he's simply on the wrong side of reality
as far as the Meier case goes and hopelessly over his head.
Had any of these fellows a real clue as to what is going on,
and the integrity to admit that they are simply wrong and
unable to discredit the case, they might actually earn some
respect and be considered scientific, instead of religious,
in their approach. When Mr. Rees refused Art Bell's (and
my) request to submit their quaint little photos of a model
UFO to the same standards of testing that Meier's pictures
were, they terminally torpedoed any credibility that they might
have had.

From the first time I read of and then investigated
the Meier case(at the amateur level) I just knew deep
down that there was a truth in it, and, by the way I
am a highly educated scientist that believes in the
scientific method of investigation.

I had that same sense of "knowing" but, of course, didn't
base my conclusions regarding the case's authenticity on
it, as I'm sure you didn't. I've been researching the case
and its evidence for over 25 years and there's no doubt
now that it's authentic..in the mind of any rational person
who has considered all the evidence and the spectacular
failure of the skeptics to even duplicate one of Meier's photos.
It's important to remember that they specialize in debunking
and showing how frauds are perpetrated and that they
agreed to duplicate Meier's photos and his film, which of



course they haven't in the past four years since they accepted
my challenge.

Movies of the "beamships" which I obtained while at
school in NY on VHS are, to the discerning and open
sentient individual, far more authentic at face value
than some of the most highly produced sci-fi films
coming out of hollywood.

I not only agree but got the same affirmation of that from
the owners of an Academy Award-winning special effects
studio in Los Angeles. They actually laughed at Mr. Rees'
attempt to explain two flashing lights on a UFO, that Meier
filmed in broad daylight, which he said was effected by
"scratching the negative with a pin". They also said that it
would probably require computer generated imagery to
attempt to duplicate those films...something clearly not
available to Meier in the 1979s.

I have a few questions:

 is there a way I can purchase video of the Meier
movies such as the one seen in the shirley Mcclaine
site ( I had copies that I bought at a video store in
NY but my evangelical mother burnt them at the stake
in the name of Jesus & etc)?

Praise the Lord! Ooops, yes, you'll find the videos at:
www.theyfly.com.

Is it safe to say human survival at the individual
level  ( aside from changing how mean we are to one
another) might also entail becoming vegetarian if the
"prohecy" that more animals we eat will become
infected with mad cow?

Not so funny thing is that the Plejaren also recommended
against vegetarianism stating that it really wasn't a very
healthful path for most (but not all) humans. Then again,
everything on the planet is now contaminated in one way
or another. The Plejaren also told Meier that the British
government secretly let many of the contaminated cow
carcasses be processed into animal feed meal and shipped
worldwide...all for the buck (pound sterling) of course. Not
to be too glum about it but we're in a bit of a mess and it's
all a gamble to some degree.

Did you see the footage of the couple in the
helicopter who in July 2000 taped a UFO encounter in
front of the pre 911 WTC twin towers?  Amazing stuff,
sound and all. Noises from the usual skeptics aside--
what did people make of it. At that time I was in
Africa and heard nothing of it until very recently.



Actually, I had heard that it was a hoax. I don't know
for sure one way or the other. I'm actually not that
interested in the UFO stuff as much as the content of
the case (and the Meier case seems to be the only
content-heavy one around, and still ongoing for 63 years.

Also, did you see the new article regarding the connection
between earthquakes and petroleum extraction on my site?

I like to send copies of emails that sing the praises of the
skeptics to those folks but I'll do so without including your
name and contact info.

Best,

MH

Thanks for your time

sincere,


